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The Doomsday Clock says it’s almost the end of the world as we know it. (And that’s not fine.) By Holly Yan. If you have
anything left on your bucket list, do it now, because the world is close to annihilation.

Doomsday Clock - Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
The Doomsday Clock is a symbol which represents the likelihood of a man-made global catastrophe. Maintained since 1947 by
the members of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, The Clock is a metaphor for threats to humanity from unchecked
scientific and technical advances.

Doomsday Clock - Wikipedia
A doomsday device is a hypothetical construction — usually a weapon or weapons system — which could destroy all life on a
planet, particularly Earth, or destroy the planet itself, bringing "doomsday", a term used for the end of planet Earth.

Doomsday device - Wikipedia
De Doomsday Clock (Engels; soms vertaald met doemdagklok) is een symbolische klok die sinds 1947 wordt bijgehouden
door het Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists aan de universiteit van Chicago.

Doemdagklok - Wikipedia
I once said that when IR is absorbed and re-emmitted from a GHG, that 1/6 is redirected toward the Earth and 5/6 is toward
space. I was corrected because of the cone shape toward Earth traced out toward Earth is not 1/6.

UAH Global Temperature Update for April, 2017: +0.27 deg
If I had not looked past the headline of the press report on a new study, I would have just filed it under “It’s worse than we
thought”. A new study in Nature reported on July 17 carried the following headlines:

Study: Sea Level Rise Revised Downward « Roy Spencer, PhD
Japan will use Australian coal to build 45 modern coal fired plants: Japan is the largest overseas market for Australian coal
producers, taking more than a third of all exports.

Japan building 45 HELE coal plants, Australia 1 (maybe)
Ransomware is malware that locks your keyboard or computer to prevent you from accessing your data until you pay a
ransom, usually demanded in Bitcoin.

What Is Ransomware? A Guide to the Latest Global
It looks like you’re trying to find a page that may have been moved or not longer exists. Please try using our search function to
find your content. Are you looking for a Bay Guardian story that was published before 2015? If so, read on. The print and
online articles from the Bay Guardian
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